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SUMMARY 

Paper describes modern approaches to create a 3D model of a hydrocarbon field, briefly 
describes required qualifications of the modelers team and their roles in 3D model creation. 
Using Schlumberger software as infrastructure for modeling process, one can create all-round 
model for exploitation and exploration purposes. 
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Introduction 
 
Paper describes modern approaches to create a 3D model of a hydrocarbon field, briefly describes 
required qualifications of the modelers team and their roles in 3D model creation. Using Schlumberger 
software as infrastructure for modeling process, one can create all-round model for exploitation and 
exploration purposes. 
 
In Ukraine amount of easily-accessible deposits of oil and gas is steadily decreasing. According to the 
state authorities, there is a strong necessity in modernization of hydrocarbon exploration process – 
both in field equipment and professional software and approaches. Up to 2016 state driven company, 
PJSC Ukrhazvidobuvannya, which possesses a vast majority of brownfield licenses, had no 
generalized policy regarding exploration software and thus, researcher, working on a specific field, 
had to deal with data in different formats, resolutions and pretty poor compatibility. But main issue 
was the data loss, which, unfortunately was rather common situation for a field with 40-50 years of 
exploitation history. The response for this situation was overall change of approaches to geological 
studies, main aspects of which are described in this paper. 
 
According to adopted policy, each field is considered to be a part of internal data base which is based 
on Pro Source Front Office (an SQL DB with multiple access and prescribed rights according to user 
status). This DB allows efficient data compilation and distribution to corresponding employees and 
enforces security department by giving more means for tracking incoming and outgoing data. All 
collected geological, geophysical and exploration data is being digitalized, formatted and prepared for 
3D model creation on a base of Schlumberger software – Techlog, Petrell, Eclipse. 3D model in its 
essence is a data base regarding each field and it's quality is proportional to incoming field data quality 
and level of a modelling team skills. Team consists from petrophysicist, geophysicist responsible for 
seismic interpretation, geologist and reservoir engineer.  Additionally for special studies it's required 
a  sedimentologist, stratigraphist, geochemist. 
 
Process of a model creation 
 
A 3D model creation is a highly-iterational process which contains essential stages like petrophysical 
interpretation, seismic interpretation, geological modeling (static modeling) and RE model (dynamic 
modeling). Dividing into the stages is rather arbitrary – due to continuous decision making regarding 
field information processing all kinds of mistakes could be made and this falling back to previous 
study for its correction is eminent. 
 
 Petrophysical interpretation consists from: 

 Data preparation 
 Petrophysical evaluation 
 Petrophysical modeling (Myrontsov et al., 2021a) 
 Deposition environment interpretation (log based)  

 Seismic interpretation consists from following stages  
 Checkshot calibration; 
 Importing 3D or 2D seismic with appropriate coordinate system  
 Project computation – acquiring well logs, well tops, in case of brownfield – appropriate 

reference information 
 Seismic to well tie process 
 Horizon and faults interpretation 
 Interpretation of local structure-forming objects – salt domes, etc 
 Creation of structural framework for velocity model construction 
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 Conversion from time to depth 

Figure 1 Seismic interpretation process. 
 
Figure 1 shows seismic interpretation process which is based on geological well section analysis. 
Apart from calibration of input seismic-related data – like checkshots or 2D to 3D seismic materials 
mistie, main input would be prepared by petrophysicist – logs (tied GR logs, component log, porosity, 
density, sonic logs) and initial set of well tops, prepared by geologist to perform well to seismic tie, 
apprehend main trends of sedimentation (discontinuities, flooding surfaces, regional limestone 
bedsets). On the left part of figure interpreted horizon and salt dome are presented. Being main 
structure-forming factor for Dniper-Doniets Basin, Salt domes are essential objects on a vast variety of 
field of study. On the left part of the figure derived trends for properties propagation are shown. All 
this objects transferred into time domain are main output for seismic interpretation stage and serve as 
inputs for geological modeling (Bradley, 1985). 
 
 Geological modeling consists from: 

 Model skeleton creation – fault model creation and adjustment 
 Carcass creation – pillar gridding process and QC 
 Carcass detailing – creation of horizons, zones and layers 
 Upscaling and data analysis – upscaling and further analysis of petrophysical logs – porocity, 

rocktypes, saturation, etc 
 Fluid contacts import and QC 
 Facies modelling 
 Petrophysical properties modelling 
 Model based hydrocarbon volume calculation 

 Reservoir engineering stage consists from: 
  Verification of input data, categorizing it according to reliability level 
 Determination of acceptable tolerance ranges 
 Adaptation of a gas factor and water cutoffs 
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 Pressures adaptation 
 Additional studies 

 Seismic inversions (AVO, Elastic inversions) 
 Object oriented modelling 
 Detailed geological studies – sequence stratigraphy analysis 
 Conceptual model creation 

 

Figure 2 Geological modelling process. 
 
Figure 2 shows simplified process of geological modeling. It consists from creating a 3D volume for 
further calculations, also known as pillar gridding process, well logs data analysis meant to identify 
main and secondary ranges for properties correlation. Next step of geomodelling is to model specific 
reservoir and petrophysical properties with consideration of anisotrophy, derived during well data 
analysis. Last step of geological modelling is volume calculation and resources estimation of a static 
model (Zakrevsky, 2009). 
 
Results  
 
As it was mentioned earlier, 3D model is an essential data base for management decision making 
process regarding specific field build by various specialists, which makes exploration and exploitation 
more profitable for a company. In a sense 3D model could be considered as data base which consists 
of two parts – hard data (direct field measurements) and theoretical (the forecast) which is based on 
mathematical modeling like data analysis tools, seismic inversion processes, and geological modeling 
which, in its part, is based on regional studies, paleo-sedimentation analysis and reconstructions of 
depositional environments that could produce additional trends for properties propagation. It is 
essential in order to deliver an appropriate model to pass an evaluation of input field data and to create 
a detailed plan of further studies based on limitations that come with incomplete or low-quality input 
data. 
 
It also should be noted that such work allows for more efficient planning of drilling and logging 
operations. In particular, electrometry of oil and gas wells is the main method of logging (Myrontsov, 
Karpenko et al., 2021a, 2021b, 2021c, 2021d; Myrontsov, 2020a, 2020b, 2019, 2018). 
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